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Our Ref: NM/KW 
20 March 2020 
 
Dear Parents/Carers of students in years 11 and 13 
 

After the government announcement to close schools as from Friday 20th March until further notice 
and cancel the GCSE/A-level examinations, I want to write separately to the two year groups most 
affected and upset by this decision. 
 
For all our students, I totally understand and sympathise with the frustration that they never quite 
completed their course and sadly are now in a period of uncertainty.  These are my initial thoughts, 
which will be clarified by advice and future guidance. 
 

 The intention is clear – no student will suffer – grades will be awarded to all students. 
 
For year 13, university places will be honoured and unconditional offers given by universities will 
continue. 
 

 The grades given are deserved and have been earnt by the students.  Do not be embarrassed 
by these grades.  I believe the grades will be given by a combination of coursework, key 
assessment, mock results and teacher predictions.  This is to be decided so students should 
complete coursework and keep all books. 

 March to September is a long time to do no learning.  We may be required to do another 
online mock so keep learning is my advice.  For year 11 students this is vital if they intend to do 
A-level. 

 
As we head in to the closure, school staff are still working and a regular parental newsletter is being 
coordinated by Mrs Thomas.  If you have concerns, please email me at n.morris@cwlc.email and we 
will respond with answers via the weekly newsletter. 
 
For now, I am overwhelmed by student and parent support with over 1,000 items received to support 
Foodbank and by our last assembly where we tried to keep some of the end of year traditions of 
celebration, music, shirt/book signing and staff dressing up!  Key events such as Awards Evening and 
the Valedictory Ball now take on greater significance for these students and will be postponed until 
they can safely occur. 
 
Thank you in anticipation of your continued support and stay safe. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
Neil S Morris 
Headteacher 
 
Cc Mr G Evans, Chair of Governors 
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